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Fiona Jardine
Sophie Dyer
Maeve Redmond
CALEDONIAN GIRLS: A PICTURESQUE
by FIONA JARDINE

In 2013, Catriona and Lucy invited Sophie
and Maeve to respond visually to photographs they had found in the archives of
Barrie Knitwear whilst researching another project. They invited Fiona to write
a text to accompany them. An exhibition,
Barrie Girls, and illustrated publication,
C’est ci n’est pas un foto, were produced.
It is obvious what is wrong with this
passage. Cut free from surnames and
designations, the professional standing
of Panel (Duffy and McEachan), Dyer,
Redmond and Jardine – the curators, designers and artist involved – is subsumed.
Without the required degree of specificity, we are infantalised, too immediate
and too intimate.
The Persistence of Type connects selected graphic motifs, archive images and
typographic styles with the strategic individualisation and pseudo-personalisation
of women in advertising and in jobs
associated with the advance of affective
labour in late capitalism. Affective labour
is phatic, involving social tasks linked
with caring and an individual’s ambient
embodiment of corporate values. When
the idea of type as font is conflated with
that of type as an affective or aesthetic
standard, in some respects, the function of
women in certain advertising campaigns
for certain industries can be seen to parallel the use of fonts retaining a sense
of their derivation from handwriting.
This notion of type also suggests ways in
which the female body might be shaped
as a letterform and made to behave as a
glyph, or become subject to alphabetic
grading, as with bra cup sizes.

This passage in Weave Me A Rainbow
reflects the general tenor of airline advertising at a time when air travel was
becoming de rigeur for businessmen.
Trading on innuendo and come hither
images, airline adverts are notorious for
blatantly suggesting that airhostesses
are available for more than safety demonstrations and serving drinks.
The controversial Fly Me campaign
launched by National Airlines in the early
1970s ran as a series of invitations from
Cheryl, Jo, Linda, Margie and friends:
‘You think I’m just another pretty face?
I’m not. I’m a fresh attitude towards air
travel. A bright look on the outside, a personal way of thinking on the inside.’ In
the same period, American Airlines used
a model to evoke Mrs Robinson: ‘Think
of her as your mother.’ (Ludicrous when
you realise that the company considered
airhostesses too old to work at 32). The
robustly sexist Southwest Airlines exhorted passengers to ‘Mix Business with
Pleasure… Good times. Free drinks on
weekday flights… No better Airline for
Love nor Money.’
Scotland’s self-declared ‘International Airline’, British Caledonian Airways,
operated its marketing on the same
principles, (‘She goes further than you
think’). In 1983, riffing on a Beach Boys
classic, men in suits wish they all could
be ‘Caledonian Girls…the cutest girls
in the world’. Despite the end-of-the-pier
sensibility, (the men come across as inept, overgrown schoolboys), the range of
clichés was breathtaking even then: Far
Eastern girls ‘do splendid things with
rice’, German
girls are strict but
’
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as part of the airlines’ appeal to female
group of self-similar others at a May Day
recruits.2 When you are wearing a minidress by Quant, aisles and airports befête, an interchangeable maiden in full,
come catwalks and podiums. In 1965,
springtime bloom; a fungible commodity.
Braniff International Airways commisAccording to Krasner, Tess is singled out
sioned Emilio Pucci to design distinctive,
as the best of the bunch, a good, servicecolourful dresses, advertising them with
able specimen. It is the quality of accessan ‘Air Strip’: ‘During service, the stewible perfection that typifies the value of
ardesses would take something off to
the girl-next-door, not a pained attraction
reveal a different layer and a different
to unattainable beauty.
look underneath. They might be wearing
For our Barrie Girls project, we imaga skirt and remove it to show off their hot
ined that the dream job of our amateur
pants beneath.’ 3
model would be ‘airhostess’. Weave Me A
Barry considers the kind of ‘glamour’
Rainbow, a prizewinning film produced
represented by high-fashion styling to
for the National Association of Scottish
have a particular role in separating conWoollen Manufacturers in 1962, a date
sumption from production. Meniscus-like
contemporaneous with the photographs
boundaries also separate ‘editorial’ from
we used, closes with a cast of interna‘catalogue’ and ‘glamour’ in the modeltional pilots and airhostesses flying into
ling industry, reiterating a class-based
Edinburgh from Brazil, Japan and Italy,
taxonomy. It is evident too in the differing
‘...collecting Capitals as the rest of us
looks and behaviours associated with the
collect stamps. The jet-set. With 24 hours
standing of airlines as either legacy or
leave. One day in another country…’ The
budget. Nonetheless, whether by schedimplication, as the airhostesses unbutton
uled smiling or chartered laughter, the
in a countryside hotel, is that ‘another
efficient, accommodating airhostess had
country’ is also ‘another morality’, one
to look like she was enjoying herself, not
that leaves wives behind: ‘There’s just 24
working: ‘In airline passenger service, we
hours to play with. But where? And how?
can… see glamour at work in rendering
For the co-pilot from New York? And the
labour invisible…glamour meant conCaptain from Beruit? Will the boy from
cealing labour even as it was being perYokohama want to see what a Brazilian
formed.’ 4
has eyes for? And what does a Roman do,
Pertinently, Barry credits fi rst use
when she’s not in Rome?’

of the word ‘glamour’ to Sir Walter Scott
in his Lay of the Last Minstrel. Scott was
largely responsible for catalysing Scotland’s claim to tartan in the 19th century
and establishing the Highlands as a destination for Victorian tourists. Playing
to the national stereotype that emerged
fully kilted and red-haired thereafter,
British Caledonian, who maintained a
pipe band, used a range of tartans woven
in Scotland by the textile industry promoted in Weave Me A Rainbow. Manufacturers sought to benefit from close links
between Scotland’s national identity and
their products: tweeds, tartans, sporting
garb.
Post-War, airlines trained a keen eye
on the expanding market for tourism as
increased time for recreation and higher
levels of disposable income bolstered an
interest in travelling to destinations made
more accessible by air. British Caledonian
secured a lucrative scheduled presence in

is similarly compromised. Arguably, it is
more important to employ a classic, clean
font to attach a mainstream, mid-price
make-up range to notions of sophistication, natural enhancement and hygiene
than to find one expressing an ‘undulation of curves and various weights…
[which] can carry the implications of
delicacy or voluptuousness’.
There are typographic styles tackling the erotics of letterform head-on.
Michael Worthington, designer of the
‘Dominatrix’ font in 1994, built a collection of lettering appearing in newspaper
classifieds, phone-box calling cards, condom packets – ‘the handlettered and neon
vernacular of sex-shop windows and ship
joints’. He traces the evolution of overtly
sexual fonts like VAG rounded, Modular
Ribbed and Frankfurter back to the Art
Nouveau and implies that the psychedelic
revivification of these sinuous, ‘feminine’
lines characterised ‘graphic graphics’
during the 1970s, a high point for smut.
Seventies Lovelies were subtitled with
pithy descriptions of their mood or situation – ‘So Lonely’, ‘Intrigued’ or ‘In the
Woods’. They were regularly posed for
full-length portraits in real life settings,
barely ‘decent’ versions of the images
submitted to Readers’ Wives slots in downmarket, soft-core British magazines like
Fiesta, Escort and Razzle.
From 1977, a discernable professionalism allied them visually to the more
palatable world of Page 3 style ‘glamour’.
Poses were standardised, airbrushed
studio head-and-shoulder shots in full
maquillage; necklines plunged but clothing was securely worn, monochromatic.
Subtitles were removed and the names
of Erica, June, Michelle et al were given
titular prominence in the ubiquitous
ITC Bookman Swash, a font with legible,
feminine flourish. In part, the professionalisation of the Lovely was a response
to Tennent’s ambition to develop export
markets and sanitise their image for the
USA. Additionally, as Schofield and
Kamm point out, the success of the Lovelies had led them into roles as brand
ambassadors, promo girls who could be
called upon to launch events and competier of Scotland’s favourite lager, but more
North America in 1976: on the runway,
tions, or perform meet and greets at footthan this, the Lovelies took on a mantle of
the Caledonian Girl was perhaps the first
ball clubs or pool lounges. The Lovelies
their own. When (like airhostesses) they
encounter with ‘real’ Scotland for a diastrod the affective boundary between perwere collectively retired before their 30th
poric traveller boarding in Los Angeles
sonal and corporate, self-assuredly combirthday in 1991, their place was taken by
or New York. A corporate ornament conmunicating a ‘Look, Don’t Touch’ policy.
a homesick yuppie who quits the London
veying a generic sense of Scottishness – a
As with National’s Fly Me campaign,
rat race to return to Edinburgh and a
human picturesque – she had something
the isolation of the Lovelies' given names
pint with his mates. To be fair, in a sibling
in common with the postcard views of
– Sandra, Norma, Lorraine – from their
advert, ‘Susie’ and a group of Lovelies are
heathery mountains and misty lochs fixed
surnames – Franchetti, Murray, Davidson
presented as women dressed for whitein the American psyche by Brigadoon.
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a parade of other bouffant and oiled
The Story Behind The Glamour Glasgow: Richard
young women throughout the 1970s and
80s. Like the amateur models in our Barrie
photographs and National Airline’s Jo
and Cheryl, they were girls-next-door:
fantastic but just maybe possible. Reflecting on the phenomenon in 1984, Charles
Schofield and Anthony Kamm noted:

‘Today’s Lager Lovelies are, wherever
possible, local, Scottish Girls, on the
books of a leading Glasgow model-agency.
The ‘girl-next-door’ image is back too!
The agency submits a sheet of single-shots
of up to forty girls. From these a panel of
Tennent’s staff selects about ten, who are
then interviewed by one of the managers
– for the chosen girls will need not just
to pose with customers and undertake
photo-calls… but also to meet people and
talk to them informally’.5 A final selection was made after this lengthy audition
process. Needless to say, the casting photographs are more explicit that anything
that ever appeared on a can.
Pliant and glamorous, yet thoroughly
domesticated, the Lager Lovely presented
what a tired working man could imagine
was the ‘off-duty’ face of the woman serving him (in his home, behind the bar, on his
flight, in his dreams). Tennent’s branding
helped entrench their success as the brew-

Frere-Jones’s use
of ‘hardly’ is telling. Tacitly, he suggests
that the construction of a new font is a
quintessentially male pursuit (it is actually architecture or engineering), and
his perception of ‘a feminine frequency’

Drew
6. Frere-Jones, T. (2000) ‘Drugstore Travelogue’ in
Heller, S. Sex Appeal: The Art of Allure in Graphic
and Advertising Design New York: Allworth
Press,pp40-42

The Persistence of Type is an exhibition of
newly commissioned work by artist Fiona
Jardine and graphic designers Sophie
Dyer and Maeve Redmond that explores
exchanges between graphic design, visual
art and historical advertising.
Incorporating images derived from the archives of graphic design agency Forth Studios (1954–1989) held by Richard Demarco,
Post Office records, collected magazines
and micro film of local newspapers, the
exhibition plays with a set of motifs that
evolved in the context of brand promotion in Scotland during the 1960s and 70s.
At this time, British Caledonian Airlines
– a glamorous destination/employer for
young ladies – promised that the Caledonian Girls staffing Gatwick were ‘the
cutest girls in the world’, and the eradefining, much-loved Lager Lovelies radiated soft-focus charm from the back of
Tennent’s cans.
The resulting works combine the forms of
hand screen-printed posters, digital presentation and writing with photographic
imagery, type and borrowed archive material. They nod to graphic design processes
of the past, through a physical layering of
composition, texture, type, text and image.
A specially designed installation, by Steff
Norwood, referencing airport waiting
rooms of the era, provides the backdrop
for a series of performance and events
that respond to, and extend an exploration of, the language and typologies of the
female protagonists identified and invented by Jardine, Dyer and Redmond.

The events programme is free and open
to all. No booking required.

Discussion & Screening

Catch Phrases,
Catch Images
Sunday 21 June
2pm – 3:30pm
A screening of the short film Catch Phrases, Catch Images: A conversation between
Harun Farocki and Vilém Flusser (1986)
will be followed by, and provoke discussion
between, Sophie Dyer, Maeve Redmond
and audience members, moderated by Neil
McGuire. Questioning the position of image and type within mass media, discussion will be filtered through the lens of
graphic design research.
Biographies
Neil McGuire is a designer and design
tutor at Glasgow School of Art. He undertakes graphic design and communication
projects with clients, and runs collaborative projects at GSA including workshops,
talks, and events (aferalstudio.com). In
2014 he curated an exhibition examining
a cross section of contemporary graphic
design engaged with politics.
Harun Farocki (d. 30 July 2014) was a
German filmmaker, author and lecturer in
film. From 1967 onwards he directed over
90 experimental short documentary films
that analysed the power of the image. Generations of artists, theorists and critics
have taken Farocki’s films as key reference
points for their work.
Catch Phrases, Catch Images is screened
with the kind permission of the Harun
Farocki Foundation.

The Allure of Africa
Anna McLauchlan
In 1995 Lynx released a new range of masculine body sprays. Rather than describing
a fragrance such as ‘Spice’ or the problematic ‘Oriental’, the names of geographical
areas were used: Africa, Alaska, Inca, Java and Nevada. These places all evoke specific
moods but the one that stands out is Africa. Whereas the others describe large but
relatively discrete regions, for example Inca would be historically linked with the Inca
Empire and Nevada the US state, Africa is a continent, arguably more readily categorised with America, Asia, Australia or Europe. Such tacit underestimation of Africa’s
land area,1 and thus its complexity, are common, as its regular treatment as a ‘country’
rather than ‘continent’ attests.2
Strangely, 20 years on,3 Africa is the only survivor and now is part of a completely different cohort: Africa, Apollo, Black, Cool, Deep Space, Metal, Excite, Recover, Rise,
Temptation… Starting with ‘Af ’, Africa has alphabetic priority: but would its popularity be so great if Lynx had adopted the title of the fragrance that inspired it, Minotaur,
‘M’?4 Each name in the cohort represents a range of male grooming products that can
be organised into at least three different categories – one focused on titillation and
the controversial ‘Lynx effect’,6 another space exploration, and some that are unclear:
Africa, Black, Cool, Metal, Recover, Rise. Despite the change of framing, what is maintained is the link to a place ‘Africa’ evoking a sense of the mysterious or the unknown.
The can’s graphics continue to underpin the relationship between product and place
by echoing the red, black and green Pan-African flag and its many derivatives including the flag of Kenya.
Although the can visually links to the continent, body sprays most stimulate the olfactory sense. A relatively recent phenomenon starting in the 1980s, these sprays maintain an ambiguous role: they are a scent; but because they conceal odours, can be used
to mask bodily smells when the wearer hasn’t had a chance to wash. Lynx describe
Africa as ‘an exotic mixture’6 but, as Alan Partridge’s love of the product7 shows, it is
so pervasive as to be mundane. UK supply structures bolster its persistence: Just as
fresh fruit and vegetables can be difficult to buy in certain areas, there are ‘deodorant
deserts’ where shops offer little choice but consistently ‘Africa’.
The straight borderlines of many North African countries are reminders of the Continent’s carve up by European Leaders.8 These borders, wrought by disregard for those
once resident, endure and thus continue to shape events. The names of African countries – Botswana, Egypt, Ethiopia, Liberia, Tanzania – connote a diversity of images
and understandings. In contrast, the generic continent name, Africa, reinstates a
sense of unity and maintains an air of mystique. But what does this simplistic mystical framing do and mean? Does Lynx Africa really evoke the Continent, or does its
popularity distance it from its namesake? Africa has been Lynx’s ‘best-selling body
spray for over a decade – and its scent is as iconic today as it’s ever been… this classic
fragrance will give you a real presence.’9
1. Common map projections, including those used by
google, vastly underestimate the land area of Africa.
See the discussion in Chapter 7 of Garfield, Simon
(2012) On the Map: Why the world looks the way it does.
London; Profile Books.
2. Nicolas Kayser-Bril, Nicolas (2014) Africa is
Not a Country. The Guardian. 24 January 2014
www.theguardian.com/world/2014/jan/24/africa-clinton
3. In 2013 there was a celebratory project for 18 Years of
Lynx Africa. Lynx (2013) 18 Years of Lynx Africa. lynxafrica18.tumblr.com/post/66770073697/lynx-africa-18-thecan-becomes-a-man
4. Lynx (2013) 18 Years of Lynx Africa [Interview with

Ann Gottlieb]. lynxafrica18.tumblr.com/the-fragrance
5. Kirkova, Deni (2014) The suffocating Lynx effect:
83% of women say male over-spraying is becoming
issue. MailOnline. 9 January. www.dailymail.co.uk/
femail/article-2535962/The-suffocating-Lynx-effect-83women-say-men-spraying-issue.html
6. Lynx (2015) Lynx Africa. www.lynxeffect.com/product/detail/350771/africa-bodyspray
7. YouTube (2015) Lynx Africa. www.youtube.com/
watch?v=G8FCTKmdZVU
8. Herod, Andrew (2009) Geographies of Globalization: A
critical introduction. John Wiley & Sons Ltd: Chichester.
9. Lynx (2015) Lynx Africa. See note 7.

Performance

Anna McLauchlan
Friday 19 June
7:30pm – 8pm
Thursday 23 July
7pm – 7:30pm
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Fiona Jardine trained in Drawing and
Painting at Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art in Dundee, before undertaking
an MFA at Glasgow School of Art and a
PhD at the University of Wolverhampton,
where the focus of her research has been
on the form and function of artists’ signatures. She curated Troglodytes at Paisley
Museum in 2011 and is interested in creatively expanded curatorial projects and
approaches. In the past, she has produced
interpretive texts that tread a line between
critique, fiction and collaboration for
Joanne Tatham & Tom O’Sullivan, Laura
Aldridge, Raydale Dower/Vexillology and
Petunia, as well as writing stand-alone
essays, fictions and presentations. She
is currently Lecturer in Context in the
School of Textiles & Design, Heriot-Watt
University in the Scottish Borders.

The performance of a new work in two
parts, Anna McLauchlan considers text,
type and classification through performance, engaging with space, the body and
identity.
Biography
Anna McLauchlan studied Time Based
Art in Dundee, served on the committee of
Glasgow’s Transmission Gallery and has
subsequently trained in environmental
studies and hatha yoga. Anna is currently
a Lecturer in Human Geography at the
University of Strathclyde.

Talk

Soft Focus
Sunday 26 July
2pm – 3:30pm
From Vaseline on the lens to Photoshop,
this event will examine the politics of
photographic enhancements within advertising from the 1950s to the present day.
Responding to the influence of the photographic image and focusing on a range
of examples, Fiona Jardine discusses the
development of photographic manipulation, highlighting key campaigns that
have informed The Persistence of Type exhibition. Introduced by Mairi MacKenzie.
Biography
Mairi MacKenzie is Research Fellow in
Fashion and Textiles at Glasgow School of
Art. She is a fashion historian, writer and
curator. Her research seeks to understand
not just what was worn and by whom, but
why it was worn and what the relationship
is between the clothes that we wear and
our culture. In particular she is concerned
with the connections between fashion,
popular culture and music.
In association with Fashion Cultures 2015.
Fashion Cultures returns to the Merchant
City Festival with an exciting programme
dedicated to the tools of adornment: perfume, hair and make-up.

Sophie Dyer and Maeve Redmond are
independent designers based in Berlin
and Glasgow respectively. They work primarily with artists, writers and cultural
organisations.
Dyer and Redmond’s collaborative practice is research driven and often draws
upon social and historical references.
Together they work across print, digital
and 3D media. Their collaborative practice is realised with an intuitive sensitivity to their clients and subjects. Joint projects include: Common Place (shortlisted
for the Deutsche Bank Awards in Creative
Practice), Studio 58 publication (Glasgow
School of Art) and design for Tomorrow
is always too long by Phil Collins (The
Common Guild). Redmond was selected by
Hospitalfield Arts to design the campaign
for Graham Fagan’s exhibition at Scotland
+ Venice in this years biennale.
Panel is an independent curatorial practice led by Catriona Duffy and Lucy
McEachan. Based in Glasgow, Scotland,
Panel promotes design locally and internationally through exhibitions, events
and cultural projects.
Panel is committed to creating environments that give audiences and designers
the opportunity to engage with design in
imaginative and experiential ways. Panel
collaborates with a network of creative
individuals and organisations, nationally
and internationally, providing a unique
and creative approach to curating and
producing exhibitions, publications and
events.
Tramway is an international art-space
which commissions, produces and presents contemporary arts projects. Tramway’s vision is to inspire and add to our
understanding of today’s world by connecting audiences and artists.
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Billboard
Monday 27 July – Sunday 9 August
For the Merchant City Festival, Dyer and
Redmond extend ideas presented withinthe exhibition into Glasgow’s city centre.
Drawing focus to the ‘poster’ as the oldest
and still one of the most powerful forms
of graphic communication, a specially
designed billboard located on Bell Street
intends to both advertise the exhibition at
Tramway and provide a new, exciting and
highly visible location and context for The
Persistence of Type.
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Maeve Redmond would like to thank the
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Neil McGuire
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The Persistence of Type is commissioned
and produced by Panel in partnership
with Tramway.
Furniture Design
Steff Norwood
Graphic Design
Maeve Redmond & Sophie Dyer
Screenprinting
Ben Ashton
Video Editing
Stephen Sutcliffe
Exhibition runs

20 June – 9 August 2015
Open Tuesday – Friday, 12–5pm
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Admission Free
Tramway
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Cultures 2015.
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